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Abstract
For some decades, radiation therapy has been proved successful in cancer treatment. It is the
major task of clinical radiation treatment planning to realize, on the one hand, a high level
dose of radiation in the cancer tissue in order to obtain maximum tumor control. On the other
hand, it is obvious that it is absolutely necessary to keep the unavoidable radiation in the
tissue outside the tumor, particularly in organs at risk, as low as possible. No doubt, these two
objectives of treatment planning—high level dose in the tumor, low radiation outside the tumor—
have a basically contradictory nature. Thus, there is need to compromise between overdosing
the organs at risk and underdosing the target volume. Di7ering from the currently used time
consuming interactive approach between dosimetrists and physicians, we consider the radiation
therapy planning problem as a multiple objective linear programming problem and build a data
base of relatively few e8cient solutions representing the set of Pareto solutions. This data base
can be easily scanned by physicians looking for an adequate treatment plan with the aid of an
appropriate online tool. The paper includes a report on ;rst numerical experiments and a list of
further research topics which is hoped to stimulate interest of the OR community in a subject,
where OR methods can make a di7erence for many individual’s lives. ? 2002 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Medical physics; Intensity modulated radiation therapy; Goal programming;
Multicriteria linear programming
1. Inverse radiation therapy problem—an introduction
Every year, about 350,000 individuals in Germany are diagnosed with life-threatening
forms of cancer. About 60% of these patients are treated with radiation; half of them
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Fig. 1. Ideal dose bounds for target and organs at risk.
are considered curable because their tumors are localized and susceptible to radiation.
Nevertheless, despite the use of the best radiation therapy methods available, one-third
of these “curable” patients—nearly 35,000 people each year—die with primary tumors
still active at the original site [1,2,18]. Similar statistics apply to other countries (see
e.g. [14]).
Why does this occur? Experts in the ;eld (e.g. [4,14,18]) have looked at the reasons
for these failures and have concluded that radiation therapy planning—in particular
in complicated anatomical situations—is often inadequate, providing either too little
radiation to the tumor (the target volume) or too much radiation to nearby healthy
tissue (organs at risk).
Therefore, it is the challenging task of a radiation therapy planner to realize a certain
high dose level conforming to the shape of the target volume in order to have a good
prognosis for tumor control and to avoid an overdose in relevant healthy tissue nearby.
Typically [2–4,6,12,15,17,21], such a radiation therapy planning problem is formu-
lated with the aid of desired ideal dose bounds: a lower bound for the dose level in the
cancer tissue, which was proven successfully in the past with respect to a high tumor
control probability (TCP), and upper bounds for doses in organs at risk that guarantee
a substantially low normal tissue complication probability (NTCP) in the future life of
the patient, cf. Fig. 1. TCP and NTCP are statistical functions that measure the proba-
bility of destroying the clonogenic cells of the tumor and the probability of damaging
risk organs, respectively, dependent on dosages. Lower dose bounds for the target and
upper dose bounds for organs that guarantee high probability of tumor control and low
probability of damaging risks can be derived using these functions based on statistics
gained from experiences with thousands of treated patients (see e.g. [7,9]).
Unfortunately, it will, in general, not be possible to ;nd a plan that satis;es all
bounds. It is, therefore, the goal of the radiation therapy planner to ;nd an acceptable
compromise between underdosing the target and overdosing the risk organs.
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In most hospitals, radiation therapy planning is performed with a design-reuse or
forward strategy, i.e., an old treatment set-up applied in a clinically related case is
reused for the incoming patient. The experienced planner will modify the old set-up
parameters by trial and error until a suitable therapy plan for the current patient is
achieved. It is no surprise that for complicated anatomical situations, in particular in
case of non-convex shapes of the target volume, the forward strategy is time consuming
and produces unsatisfactory results. A “suitable” therapy plan is all too often far from
being the best possible.
For this reason, therapy planning problems have in recent years been modelled using
an inverse or backward strategy (see e.g. the survey paper [4]): Given the desired dose
bounds, parameters for the treatment set-up are found using a computerized decision
support system. This inverse approach is principally much stronger than the classical
forward strategy, since it replaces manual trial and error by a deterministic automatic
search. But, it is mathematically challenging. Part of this challenge is the interesting
question, how to de;ne optimization problems that minimize deviations from the desired
dose bounds and how to select appropriate solutions.
The inverse treatment planning problem is de;ned by two classes of set-up param-
eters of the radiation therapy. Besides the desired dose bounds introduced above, the
modality, the energy spectrum of radiation and the dose fraction schedule are ;xed
by physicians. These medical parameters are the sole responsibility of the physician.
They are assumed to be given in our context. The physical parameters, i.e. the set-up
geometry given by the number and positions of the radiation beams, and the intensity
pro9les of radiation beams have to be determined by dosimetrists [2–4,12,21].
Finding them using a single, integrated optimization model is far beyond the ca-
pacities of today’s computer equipment, even if we assume the state of the art in
optimization techniques, see e.g. the approach in [6]. Therefore, a two-stage optimiza-
tion process is applied: ;rst, a promising arrangement of beam directions—the set-up
geometry—is ;xed and second, the result of this process is used as input to compute
optimal intensity pro;les.
Generally, see e.g. [2–4] or [12], an isocentric model is used for the choice of the
set-up geometry, i.e., all central rays of the irradiation beams meet in a single point,
the isocenter of irradiation (see Fig. 2). Moreover, it is assumed that the central rays
of neighboring beams di7er by nearly constant angles. This approach is quite common
in the radiation therapy community and is widely used in practice today, as there are
no e8cient automatic search routines for optimal arrangements of beams so far.
We have tackled the problem of ;nding enhanced set-up geometries using methods
of locational analysis (see, e.g. [8,10] or [13]) and found promising algorithms for
the automatic search of good set-up geometries. These results are however beyond the
scope of this paper and will be published subsequently.
In this paper, we will focus on the second stage of the optimization process—the
choice of optimal intensity pro;les. It is organized as follows: in Section 2, we will
introduce a new mathematical model for the inverse radiation therapy planning problem
based on methods of multicriteria linear programming. In Section 3, we will report on
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Fig. 2. Isocentric geometry of irradiation.
the design of a prototype software, ;rst numerical examples are presented in Section 4.
The last section brieUy addresses future research topics.
2. Multicriteria models to generate intensity proles
Throughout the rest of the paper, we assume that an isocentric set-up geometry is
given, i.e., the number and directions of irradiation beams are ;xed. Moreover, we
assume that we have to consider K well-de;ned parts of the body (see Fig. 1), where
the target volume (i.e., the tumor) is indexed with k =1, and the risk organs are
indexed with k =2; : : : ; K .
The major basic ingredient of every model describing radiation therapy planning
is a dose calculation formula, that calculates approximately the absorbed dose in the
patient’s tissue for given beam intensities and unit treatment time. Mathematically,
the absorbed dose in a volume element of the human body can be described by a
linear integral equation [4] or [21], which we will introduce in discretized form. The
discretization is done twofold (see Fig. 3): the irradiated volume of the human body
is dissected in M volume elements (voxels) and the union of the beams is dissected in
N beam elements (bixels). For the sake of simplicity, we will assume that the body
volume and the beams are equidistantly discretized; this is natural with regard to the
volume as the 2D-scans of the body are usually taken in equidistant steps. But, for
the discretization of the beam elements it should be discussed in the future whether
non-equidistant bixels could lead to a simpler form of intensity pro;les which are easier
to realize with the treatment unit.
If x=(x1; : : : ; xN ) is the transpose of an N -dimensional column vector in which xj is
the radiation intensity of bixel j, the M -dimensional dose volume vector D=(D1; : : : ;
DK) can be computed by
D=Px: (1a)
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Fig. 3. Volume elements and beam elements.
If written separately for each body part we get
D1 =P1x; k =1; target dose;
Dk =Pkx; k =2; : : : ; K; doses in organs at risk: (1b)
The ith entry of D represents the absorbed dose in voxel i, and the entry P(i; j) of the
matrix P gives the contribution of the bixel j to the total dose in voxel i under unit
intensity. Pk is the submatrix of P that consists of those rows of P that correspond to
organ k. The entries of P depend on modality and energy spectrum of the radiation
used. The values P(i; j) are either patient independent and taken from data bases re-
Uecting dose distributions in a water phantom (see [20]), or are calculated speci;cally
for each patient using Monte-Carlo simulation (using, for instance, PEREGRINE of
the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Los Alamos [14]). In this paper, we do
not discuss this important issue; we assume the P(i; j) to be given in some satisfactory
way.
The ideal goal of physical treatment planning is to achieve lower bounds for the
desired dose in the target volume and upper bounds for the dose levels in organs at
risk (see Fig. 1), compare e.g. [2–6,9,12,15,17,21]. Accordingly, the dose vectors in
the K body parts should satisfy the following system of linear inequalities (in the
following called dose constraints) in terms of the unknown intensity pro;le x:
D1 =P1x¿L1e; k =1;
Dk =Pkx6Uke; k =2; : : : ; K;
x¿ 0: (2a)
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Here, Lk and Uk represent the desired minimum and maximum dose levels of the
target and of the organs at risk, respectively. Notice that a substantial violation of
these medical parameters can be fatal for the patient: Either the clonogenic cells of
the tumor are not destroyed (violation for k =1) or life supporting organs are dam-
aged (violation for k =2; : : : ; K). The vector e contains entries equal to one in each
component.
In addition to the dose constraints (2a) there is usually a homogeneity condition for
the dose in the target. Homogeneity has been theoretically and practically proved to
be very important to obtain maximal tumor control [22]. A simple way to formulate
dose homogeneity is to compare the dose level in each voxel of the target with the
dose in a reference voxel (or the average dose in some reference voxels) inside the
target. Let s be a ;xed relative tolerance of dose deviations from the absorbed dose
in the reference voxel and let Pref be a matrix with identical row vectors pref , whose
entries pref (j) represent the dose contribution of bixel j to the (average) dose in the
reference voxel(s). Then, the homogeneity constraint has the form
(1− s)Pref x6P1x6 (1 + s)Pref x: (2b)
Conformation of isodose contours with regard to the target can be achieved by inter-
preting the tissue between the organs of relevance as an additional “organ” at risk with
an upper dose bound slightly below the lower dose bound of the target.
The key observation in this model is that the ideal goal is, in general, not achievable.
Inequality system (2a) and (2b) is usually inconsistent, i.e. the system has no solution.
This is due to the condition x¿ 0 in (2a) which models the fact that there is no negative
radiation intensity [2,4,21]. If there is no choice of the parameter set-up satisfying the
given constraints (2a) and (2b), either the target has to be underdosed or some organs
at risk have to be overdosed. The goal of all models to design radiation plans is to
minimize the impact of the under-=overdosage phenomenon.
In order to quantify and evaluate deviations from constraints (2a) and (2b), we
introduce column vectors tk which have for k =1; : : : ; K a dimension equal to the
number of voxels in body part k and which represent the relative deviation from the
ideal dose constraints in (2a):
P1x¿L1(e − t1); k =1;
Pkx6Uk(e + tk); k =2; : : : ; K;
(1− s)Pref x6P1x6 (1 + s)Pref x;
t1; t2; : : : ; tK ; x¿ 0: (3)
In contrast to (2a) and (2b), the inequality system (3) is always consistent, since we
can choose e.g. x=0; t1 = e; and tk =0 (k =2; : : : ; K) as a feasible solution. Each of
the components of the relative deviation vectors tk measures how much the required
constraint (2a) is violated in the respective voxel of body part k. Hence, Tk :=||tk ||∞
measures, by de;nition of the maximum norm, the worst violation within body part k.
We use these values to evaluate the quality of a radiation plan.
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The resulting problem is a linear multicriteria programming problem (LMP) (see,
for instance [19]):
(LMP) minimize T =(T1; T2; : : : ; TK)
subject to P1x¿L1(1− T1)e;
Pkx6Uk(1 + Tk)e;
(1− s)Pref x6P1x6 (1 + s)Pref x;
T1; : : : ; TK¿ 0; x¿ 0:
(4)
In our model we assume that the K body parts are equally important. The compo-
nentwise ordering is used to compare two feasible solutions (x; T ) and (x′; T ′) of (4),
i.e. (x′; T ′) dominates (x; T ) if and only if T ′k6Tk for all k =1; : : : ; K and T
′
j ¡Tj
for at least one index j in {1; : : : ; K}. A solution (x; T ) is called e=cient (or pareto)
if there is no other feasible solution dominating it. In the radiation therapy planning
problem (4), we call e8cient solutions (x; T ) e=cient intensity pro9les and these are
the only ones planners should be interested in, since it is not possible to improve the
dose bound violation in one of the organs without worsening the dose bound violation
in some other organ.
The set of e8cient solutions of LMP is a connected and closed subset of the topo-
logical boundary of the polyhedron of feasible solutions. It is well known [11] that in
non-degenerate situations the set of e8cient intensity pro;les of LMP can be obtained
as the union of all feasible solutions of (4) that minimize the parametric scalarized
objective function
F(; T ):=1T1 + 2T2 + · · ·+ KTK (5)
for some positive real numbers 1; : : : ; K . In general situations the solutions of para-
metric problems (5) form a subset of the set of e8cient solutions of LMP.
The calculation of all e8cient solutions of the parametric linear program
minimize{F(; T ): subject to (4) for all positive 1; : : : ; K} (6)
is prohibitive, since the radiation therapy planning problem is a large-scale problem.
(Typical dimensions of the problem are M ≈ 106 and N ≈ 103; 26K6 7).
For ;xed parameters 1; : : : ; K this is, however, similar to the approach which is
taken by all of the current models in inverse radiation therapy planning (e.g.
[2–4,6,12,15,17]). Weights 1; : : : ; K are assigned by a dosimetrist according to the
presumed importance of satisfying the dose constraints in organ k given by a physician,
and the optimization problem
minimize{F(; T ): subject to (4)} (7)
is solved for this ;xed set of weights. The radiation therapy plan corresponding to the
output of the problem is evaluated by a physician using appropriate visualizations of the
dose distributions (isodose curves, dose volume histograms, etc.) and either accepted or
returned to the dosimetrist. If the plan is not acceptable, the latter attempts to mirror
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the recommendation of the physician in a di7erent set of weights. This interactive
procedure between physician and dosimetrist cannot be repeated very often, since it is
time consuming. Even worse is the fact that the known sensitivity of parametric linear
programs will lead to erratic behavior with unsatisfying results in subsequent iterations
of this procedure.
Instead of these special sets of weight parameters, we investigate the set of e8cient
solutions of LMP. It is a widely used strategy to represent the set of e8cient solu-
tions by the (;nite) set of e8cient vertices. But in our context, a calculation of all
e8cient vertices is not necessary and not meaningful for two reasons: First, the set of
e8cient vertices depends strongly on the used bixel=voxel discretization, since the set
of e8cient vertices will lie denser the ;ner the discretization is. This means, in par-
ticular, that in general there will be no signi;cant change between the treatment plans
of neighboring e8cient vertices, see e.g. [16]. So, it will be of no use for a planner
to know all e8cient vertices. It will be su8cient for him=her to know a representative
set of e8cient solutions whose T -vectors di7er signi;cantly enough. Second, it will
not be of interest to calculate e8cient solutions that completely neglect some of the
organs in question. For these reasons it is absolutely necessary and meaningful to look
for a more appropriate representative subset of e=cient solutions.
We propose to approximate the set of clinically relevant e8cient solutions by choos-
ing a set of representative e8cient solutions together with a neighborhood structure in
the following way:
INIT: Find a “good” initial e8cient solution (x; T )
R:={(x; T )}
STEP:REPEAT
FOR each (x′; T ′)∈R DO
FOR j∈{1; : : : ; K} DO
calculate an e8cient j-neighbor (x; T ) of (x′; T ′) such that
Tj is “signi;cantly smaller” than T ′j and
Ti is “only slightly greater” than T ′i for i∈{1; : : : ; K} \ {j}
R:=R ∪ {(x; T )}
UNTIL Stopping Criterion
Here, the quoted terms “good” initial e8cient solution, “signi;cantly smaller”, and
“only slightly greater” are black boxes for precise mathematical de;nitions which can
be given in many meaningful ways, see e.g. Section 3. The stopping criterion may be
given by a ;xed depth of recursion steps or the algorithm stops if no new j-neighbor
can be found.
At this point, we only focus on the abstract structure which the algorithm generates
for the set R of representative e8cient solutions. Each element (x; T ) of R can be
interpreted as the node set of a tree. The initial solution is the root. The j-neighbors
of node (x; T ) are the descendants of node (x; T ). Note that a repetition of nodes may
occur if we apply the algorithm in the current formulation. In a more detailed version
of the procedure this can be avoided by adding an additional check. Obviously, it would
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be advisable to store in this situation the alternate possibility to reach this particular
node for further reference in the subsequent search.
Having generated such a set R of e8cient solutions of the treatment planning prob-
lem, we store the physical treatment parameters together with the associated isodose
illustrations and dose volume histograms (see Section 4) in a data base. This data base
can be scanned by the physician in order to ;nd a treatment plan that satis;es his=her
requirements. It is not necessary that the physician evaluates and compares all e8cient
solutions in this data base. The search process starts with any solution stored in R (for
instance with an e8cient solution corresponding to almost identical weights for each
organ, see Section 3). If the resulting radiation plan is not acceptable, since the physi-
cian would like to see the dose constraints to be satis;ed more tightly in some organ,
say j, a corresponding treatment plan is found online in the data base as j-neighbor of
the actual solution. If the new proposal is not satisfactory, the physician repeats this
procedure until a satisfactory solution is found.
Alternatively, the doctor may decide to change more than one parameter at the same
time. In this situation the data base will propose the best possible from the stored
solutions as starting point for a new search.
Compared with the current approach, the time consuming interaction between
dosimetrist and physician is replaced by a short interaction between physician and
computer. It is obvious that radiation therapy planning can be signi;cantly improved
with this multicriteria based approach, as the physician can — in a couple of minutes
— interactively scan a signi;cant number of e8cient planning proposals guided by
his=her own wishes and preferences. A plan can be chosen without knowledge of the
actual physical planning parameters, and decisions are only based on appropriate visu-
alizations of the resulting dose distributions (see Section 4). In principle, a dynamic
extension of the tree could be done online given that the doctor has the necessary
software to solve the multicriteria problem and the time to wait for the output. This
will, however, in general not be the case. Our approach will in contrast allow to send
the data base, for instance, via email, as the only means for the doctor’s decision.
Obviously, the patients will pro;t most from the new tool, since they can be sure
that an individualized, high quality treatment plan will be found and realized.
3. Practical realization
Based on the theoretical considerations presented in Section 2, the authors are pursu-
ing a research project within the department “Optimization Methods” of the Fraunhofer
Management “Institute of Techno- and Business-Mathematics (in German: Institut fuer
Techno- und Wirtschaftsmathematik, ITWM)” in Kaiserslautern, Germany. The depart-
ment “Medical Physics” of the German Cancer Research Center (in German: Deutsches
Krebsforschungszentrum, DKFZ) in Heidelberg is the major co-operating partner. It is
the objective of the project to develop and to implement a software package for in-
verse radiation treatment planning following the multicriteria approach outlined in the
preceding section.
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Referring to the ideas presented in Sections 1 and 2, the digitized and stored anatomy
of the patient serves as a basis for the software. We assume that the voxels are equidis-
tant cubes with side lengths 0:1 cm (or 0:15 cm) geared to the standard distances of
MR- or CT-slices. Finally, we work with a maximal bixel resolution of 1 × 1 cm2
adapted to the resolution of modern available treatment units using the so-called mul-
tileaf collimators (e.g. Siemens “Primus”).
Taking the medical treatment parameters like radiation modality, energy spectrum
and dose constraints and the patient’s anatomy in digitized form as input, the software
calculates a data base with a number of complete therapy plans each of which is given
by the following speci;cations:
• high resolution 3D-dose distribution (to be visualized in 3D-form from di7erent
points of view or in 2D-form for arbitrary sections),
• dose volume histograms for all relevant organs (target and risks),
• irradiation geometry with geometrical data of isocenter and beam directions,
• intensity pro;les for all beams,
• T -vector of maximal deviations from dose restriction.
The data base can be scanned by an interactive online tool as described in Section 2.
The search for a better solution with regard to the physicians speci;c interaction is
internally done using only the T -vectors of the LMP model. All dose calculations in
the program are currently done with Ulmer’s and Harder’s approximations of the dose
distribution in a water phantom [20].
In the rest of the section, we de;ne precisely how to obtain “good” starting solutions
in the INIT part and how to ;nd j-neighbors in the REPEAT part of our algorithm,
which was left open in its ;rst formulation in Section 2.
In order to receive an initial e8cient solution for a given set-up geometry, cf.
Section 1, we might solve a linear program with an objective function of the scalarized
type (5), with ;xed organ weights 1; : : : ; K taken from a clinically related case or
with identical weights. An alternative and often better way to ;nd an initial solution
is to solve the following linear programming problem (Initial Solution, IS):
IS Within the set of e8cient solutions of LMP
minimize 
subject to Tk6 ; k =1; : : : ; K:
(8)
This can be done in a two-step optimization procedure: ;rst, we minimize  subject to
(4) and (8) resulting in a feasible but not necessarily e8cient solution of LMP with
optimal value ∗, then we search for an arbitrary e8cient solution of LMP subject to
(4) and Tk6 ∗; k =1; : : : ; K .
The formulation of IS guarantees that the relative deviations Tk from the ideal doses
have almost the same order of magnitude at a reasonably small level.
In the REPEAT step of the algorithm, for any representative e8cient solution (x′; T ′)
already stored in the set R, we calculate j-neighbors by solving the following linear
programming problem (Neighbor Solution, NS) for an adaptively chosen q∈ (0; 1);
and for j=1; : : : ; ; K :
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NS Within the set of e8cient solutions of LMP
minimize Tj
subject to Tj¿ (1− q)T ′j ;
Ti6T ′i + q=(K − 1)T ′j ; i∈{1; : : : ; K} \ { j}:
(9)
Constraints (9) guarantee that the new e8cient solution improves the Tj-value reason-
ably without a7ecting the other entries of the T -vector too much. The K e8cient solu-
tions that are derived in this way from (x′; T ′) are added to the set of representative ef-
;cient solutions. The j-neighbor solution (x; T ) is best found with a parametric simplex
method using (x′; T ′) as starting vertex and following an appropriate co-optimal path.
In the REPEAT part of the algorithm, we choose repeatedly new representatives as
starting points for determining further neighboring e8cient solutions in an analogous
way. This is repeated in total 3–7 times depending on the number of organs K . The
parameter q may vary for di7erent j and recursions, and lies between 0.2 and 0.8.
The choice of q and the depth of recursion are dependent on each other. Our method
establishes an adaptively controlled search in the set of e8cient solutions of LMP
excluding typical drawbacks of inherent parameter sensitivity.
4. First numerical experiences
The ;rst practical experiments using the new multicriteria approach were done using
a prototype software developed at ITWM in Kaiserslautern. As linear programming
solver we used XPRESS-MPJ and the graphics was done with LEDAJ. In order
to keep the time complexity at a minimum, all linear programs were preprocessed
and searched for redundant constraints. The time required for the calculation of initial
solutions was always less than 2 min CPU-time on a 266 MHz Pentium PC with Win
NT operating system. The computation of neighbor solutions took less than 25 s.
The results which we achieved for clinical as well as generated examples are very
promising both with regard to time complexity and to the quality of the solutions. Two
clinical examples from the Westpfalz Klinikum (main hospital) of Kaiserslautern, taken
from [15] illustrate the search process in the set of representative solutions described in
Sections 2 and 3. In both cases the weighted initial solutions are derived from weights
taken from the data base of clinically related cases of the Westpfalz Klinikum.
Example 1. Tumor in nasal cavity, organs at risk: eye balls and optic nerves.
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Set-up geometry: 6 isocentric equidistant beams
Organ weights for initial solution: target: 1 = 0:6, right eye: 2 = 0:2,
left eye: 3 = 0:2
Rate of inhomogeneity: s=0:075
q-value: q=0:4.
The following screen shots show on the left-hand side the dose distribution in the
relevant organs and on the right-hand side the associated dose volume histograms. The
coloring of doses is done relative to the maximal doses in the di7erent organs. For
the coloring of dose levels we use two scales shown at the top of the screen shot.
The G-scale belongs to the organs at risks, the K-scale to the target. The num-
bers between the scales give the dose levels relative to the ideal dose, e.g. “red”
in an organ at risk means that the dose lies between 100% and 120% of the ideal
dose, in the case of the target “red” means that the dose is at least 10% under
the ideal minimum dose. Under the screen shots we provide the T -vector of max-
imum relative deviations from ideal doses and the WV -vector that gives the over-
dosed (underdosed) relative volumina of the organs in %. The ;rst entry corresponds
to the target called k, the following entries correspond to the risk organs denoted
g1, g2, g3.
The function graphs (d; Vol(d)); drawn for any entity of interest in the dose volume
histogram on the right, mean that a relative volume part of Vol(d) is irradiated with
a dose of d Gy or more.
Initial solution:
T -vector: (0,10,0) WV -vector: (0,46,0)
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First search step: (→ Right eye neighbor solution)
T -vector: (2,7.2,2) WV -vector: (10,44,6)
Second search step: (→ Right eye neighbor solution)
T -vector: (3.5,5.3,3.5) WV -vector: (22.3,40,15)
We observe an initial solution that is optimal with regard to the target volume and
the left eye while the right eye is overdosed by maximal 10% or 1 Gy in 46% of its
volume. In each of the two improvement steps the right-eye-neighbor solutions deliver
successively better plans with regard to the right eye at the cost of a slight underdose
of the target and a slight overdose of the left eye. In both improvement steps the
desired dose improvement of 40% was not obtained.
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A third improvement step in the direction of the right eye does not lead to a signif-
icant reduction of the maximum dose. If we want to improve this result signi;cantly
we have to add radiation beams.
Example 2. Liver tumour, organs at risk: lung wings and spinal chord.
Set-up geometry: 8 isocentric equidistant beams
Organ weights for initial solution: target: 1 = 0:6, right lung: 2 = 0:1,
left lung: 3 = 0:1, spinal chord: 4 = 0:2
Rate of inhomogeneity: s=0:075
q-value: q=0:8
Initial solution:
T -vector: (1,9.5,0.8,0) WV -vector: (3.2,13,1,0)
Here, the initial solution shows a right lung wing that is overdosed by maximal 9.5%
of dose in 13% of its volume. Note that the dose levels in the isodose diagram are
drawn with regard to the dose bound 33 Gy. So, in contrast to the T - and WV -vector
the isodose diagram does not reUect the given dose volume constraint. All other organ
doses come close to the ideal bounds. Hence, we compute the right lung wing neighbor.
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First search step: (→ Right lung wing neighbor solution)
T -vector: (3.5,5.7,3.3,2.5) WV -vector: (9.8,9.4,5.5,6.5)
Second search step: (→ Right lung wing neighbor solution)
T -vector: (4.2,3.6,4.2,4) WV -vector: (25,7.9,4.7,7.7)
It is hard to decide whether the result after the ;rst search step or the result af-
ter the second search step is best. The reduction of 2% maximum dose in the right
lung wing is obtained at a cost of 15.2% additional underdosed volume of the target.
Most physicians would prefer the solution obtained after the ;rst search step, be-
cause an additional part of 1.5% overdosed lung tissue does not change much for the
patient.
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5. Conclusion and further research
The results of the multicriteria linear programming model for the radiation therapy
planning problem are very promising and encouraging for future work in this area. The
approach delivers a data base of high quality plans which can be searched online by
the physician without the need of the current trial and error search.
Additional improvements of the model might be achievable, if the maximum norm
deviations are replaced by combinations of 1-norm and maximum norm. This approach
will keep the linearity of the problem and will provide a volume related component
for the objective functions of LMP.
Other future, optimization related research topics include
• measuring deviations with organ related p-norms,
• biological quality functions,
• adaptive voxel and bixel design,
• patient-centered dose calculations considering tissue inhomogeneity.
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